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RESUMEN: Memorias Europeas digitales en la era transnacional. Algunas referencias desde el Observatorio Euro-
peo de Memorias.- Este artículo aborda la cuestión de la transmisión de la memoria en el contexto de políticas y pro-
yectos de memoria de la última década, que podríamos denominar “de la memoria y el recuerdo”. El primer decenio 
del siglo XXI ha visto un crecimiento exponencial de las plataformas digitales focalizadas en catástrofes y conflictos 
ocurridos en el siglo XX, así como en acontecimientos recientes. Los académicos, las instituciones y también la socie-
dad han recibido cierto apoyo para la recuperación de dicha memoria del pasado reciente en España y Europa. Este 
esfuerzo, situado en la herencia intangible y el recuerdo, se encuentra en el centro de numerosos trabajos historiográfi-
cos. En las páginas que siguen se expone el proyecto del Observatorio Europeo de Memorias (EUROM), los criterios 
seguidos, sus objetivos y también las herramientas digitales y tecnológicas que han facilitado su consecución.
PALABRAS CLAVE: Políticas de memoria; Memoria Digital; EUROM; Transmisión de la historia; Narrativas del 
pasado.
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INTRODUCTION
Digital memory or the use of digital technologies for the 
research, spreading, promotion and dignification of memo-
ry is a growing disciplinary practice. However, in our opin-
ion, the so-called digital memory not only responds to a 
technological, modern or modernizing use within the scope 
of work of the human and social sciences but also and basi-
cally to a right; the right of socialization, reparation, trans-
mission of memory aimed to exercise, resignify and democ-
ratize the knowledge of this past, particularly where public 
politics are not applied either by default or by omission.
The European Observatory on Memories (EUROM) 
considered the creation of a transnational working net-
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work on memory as a foundational challenge using as a 
tool for spreading, expansion and interaction with part-
ners, a digital platform where the multiplicity of projects 
and actions could take place. Nevertheless, we will ana-
lyze the European and Spanish context in which the pro-
ject is framed before focusing on the concrete actions. 
DEBATES IN EUROPE
Currently, the public narrative on memories in Europe 
and the European institutions (European Parliament and 
European Commission), has been driven by a political 
demand that has strongly emerged since the countries of 
the former Soviet Union joined European Union, almost 
fifteen years ago. This “demand” equates the Nazi crimes 
with the Stalin’s crimes has been high-pressure, particu-
larly from 2007 has determined public politics and reso-
lutions, and has also been widely contested in academic 
circles (Lavabre, 2012).Comparing multiple and infinite 
debates and processes, I am interested in the evolution of 
this tension and competition which I define as memory 
“uniqueness” as public policy, but also as an endeavour to 
dodge the responsibilities of many local, regional and na-
tional communities around Europe. The first immediate 
consequence has been to play down the importance of the 
Holocaust, arisen as a result of the silence on the role of 
some States and their local populations in the perpetration 
of crimes. The second consequence has been exclusion, 
that is, excluding the diversity and complexity of other 
European wars of the past. To a certain extent, the effort 
to integrate and learn to discuss the violence of the past in 
different conflicts, dictatorships, crimes and wars has 
been somehow overlooked, beyond the fair acknowledge-
ment and analysis of the two most atrocious violent 
regimes. That is why it may seem simplistic but it is es-
sential to speak of such “uniqueness” as a central element 
when we speak of the debates or conflicts of memory in 
the continent. This also entails an equation of the differ-
ent categories of victims according to the interest of the 
“official” politics of memory within the different nations 
and their re-examination of the past. In short, an official 
historical account of European and national memories has 
been established -and it is still on-going- in which the 
complexity and multiplicity of stories, historical process-
es and complex debates are eliminated.
The unique association of historical narratives regard-
ing the use of the victim is dangerous. We know that any 
account of the experience is open to interpretations, but 
we must be vigilant with these equations on all levels 
(Sarlo, 2005): between victims and tormentors, between 
resistance fighters and collaborators, anti-fascists and fas-
cists, between global and national memories, and -cur-
rently the most common equation in Europe- between 
Nazism and Stalinism. This equation restricts the need to 
work on a transnational scale with other different trans-
formative memories that help to improve our open soci-
ety or our democracy. The space of memory must be con-
sidered as a social articulation between different scales: 
the local, national, regional, and international scale. This 
geographical and territorial scale interacts in different di-
mensions: material, social, political, cultural, and eco-
nomic. In this sense, the work of remembering in the 
twenty-first century is presented as the challenge of work-
ing on the complementarity between scales and dimen-
sions. Without the interaction of multiple realities and 
factors (scales and dimensions) it is possible to fall into 
the above-mentioned memorial, centrifugal and exclusive 
competition, an exclusion driven by political interests and 
lobbies. Bringing the uniqueness of memories into its ex-
clusive realm obviously involves fatal risks regarding the 
memory’s capacity to transform. 
Fortunately, these debates are emerging in different 
academic, political and social spheres. This uniqueness of 
memory can be used as an excuse to engender a common 
European identity, and museums and over-simplistic ac-
counts of the past are construed. This equation and 
uniqueness of memories is in vogue; however, explicit 
criticisms are being increasingly made of the European 
Union decrees, national decrees and “memory laws”, and 
actions in the public space going in this direction that in-
tend to impose memory “from above”.
The latest campaign was launched through some of 
the sectors that promote the mentioned equation. Apart 
from having their European Day of Remembrance, on 23 
August (the date on which the Molotov-Ribentropp Pact 
was signed between the USSR and Nazi Germany), they 
resort to symbols identifying “23 August” as an icon and 
a trademark of European pride, and thus they manufac-
ture pins, badges, games and all sorts of promotional ma-
terial about a memory that, while it was of course painful, 
gives one the feeling that it is treated according to politi-
cal criteria and in a rather frivolous manner. These politi-
cal groups, through their elected leaders, are those that 
proposed and voted for the mentioned European resolu-
tion of 23 August. And obviously, the neoliberal West de-
fended and supported them in every way. 
Sometimes it is striking how strongly they appeal to 
the memory of the terror of the occupations to justify the 
gaps or the lack of critical analysis of the role their citi-
zens played during that period. Which Estonians or Lat- 
vians fired against Jews, resistance fighters and prisoners 
in general in the Baltic camps and forests? How many of 
them were there? Who were they? These are uncomforta-
ble questions that are not answered through these coun-
tries remembrance discourses when visiting places of 
memory and extermination, where the role of the “locals” 
is camouflaged and, in some cases, positively justified. 
Moreover, the equality discourse - see the sculpture of the 
locomotive in the Museum of Occupations in Tallinn - 
justifies the repressive actions and Nazi collaboration of 
the locals since they were fervently nationalist and anti-
communists. Since 2017, this sculpture has been waiting 
for a destination that better defines a complex reality very 
far removed from a black and white interpretation. In Lat-
via it is also stated: “We Latvians killed and shot civil-
ians, most of them Jews, throwing them into mass graves 
but you don’t know that the Jews were communists and 
many of them went to work for the KGB later,” said a 
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Latvian citizen when asked about the large memorial in 
the Bikernieki Forest, where tens of thousands of people 
were exterminated by Nazi, and Latvian bullets (author’s 
interview, March 2014).The same applies to other coun-
tries such as Ukraine, Romania, Poland, etc. Where is the 
local responsibility for such violence?
After a discovery voyage around the discussions on 
memory both on the North and the East, passing through 
the Mittel Europa, we should definitely read again the 
book of Cristopher Browning Ordinary men (2002) in or-
der to enter the debate about the role played by the local 
people and citizens with regard to the violence and exter-
mination in these countries. Likewise, the most recent 
conflict and debate regarding censorship in Poland to-
wards the historian Jan Gross presents an imposition of 
history from above. In his book, Neighbours (2001; Veci-
nos, 2002), Gross studies the responsibility of the “lo-
cals” in the massacre of the polish population living in 
Jedwabne, a fact that has cost him a political censorship 
in that country. 
However, it is in the public sphere compared to the 
books where we can find a very obvious example. The 
new monument to the Nazi occupation in Hungary erect-
ed in the city of Budapest is worth a visit. Hungary and its 
citizens are represented by the Archangel Gabriel as vic-
tims of the “Nazi eagle” in this national monument and 
official memorial. An example of this is the House of Ter-
ror in Budapest containing evidence of a noticeable ideo-
logical discourse - together with a museum display that 
leaves indifferent- where the collaborationist and violent 
role of the “locals” during the dictatorship of Miklos 
Horthy and during the period of mass deportations and 
exterminations is ignored. Fortunately, in the face of the 
political lie, the transgressive memory appears in the cen-
tral Freedom Square of Budapest in the form of Living 
Memorial, a social reaction seeking justice and truth as 
opposed to the manipulation of memory. A spontaneous 
action in the public space that undermines the official 
monument and turns it into a recently inaugurated ruin 
(Sokol, Marton, 2014; BBC Political 2014). 
However, the most interesting part of this process is 
the interaction with citizens, visitors, and those who put 
into practice the memory. It is necessary and essential to 
analyse the stone of the commemorative monument, 
which, on the one hand, is also understood by the victim’s 
association as a need for memory to remain fixed in the 
form of a permanent tool somewhere; and, on the other 
hand, by the politician, the power or the State with the 
aim to represent their work in the shape of ephemeral 
monolith to expose public statements. Nevertheless, this 
trend represents a certain “stony or petrified” memory 
that is being contrasted with what we call cultural memo-
ry, which obviously includes new digital technologies. 
Professionals such as the director of the great Auschwitz 
Memorial Museum remind us that we must use new ways 
of transmission and representation of memory through art 
and the new technologies that are daily embedded in our 
public and private lives. Thus Cywinski states that “the 
daily reality guarantees the transmission of any authentic 
or original place, allowing to overcome the usual com-
memorative frenzy, increasingly widespread” (2018).
NEW CUSTOMS OF CULTURAL MEMORY
The cultural memory upheld by Andreas Huyssen is 
treated as if it were in a moment of transition, full of 
changes and mutations. And the prospect of transnational 
study appears once more necessary. The basis of knowl-
edge is history and comparative history can explain some, 
but not all, keys to the mutation of memory. It is in the 
field of remembrance, in practical uses and experiences, 
where it is possible to establish links and make progress 
in the analyses. However, the understanding and repre-
sentation of a traumatic past requires the cooperation of 
historians and memoir writers (Carol Gluck established a 
curious neologism for this: “memorians”, which in a way 
defines the work of many historians, but of course not 
limited to them).The analysis of public customs can en-
lighten us about the processes of memory. These process-
es are experiencing a boom, a certain “hypertrophy” of 
memories that responds to multiple factors but also de-
notes a lack of confidence in the imagined future, particu-
larly in Western societies.
For example, there is no historical link whatsoever - or 
only a very symbolic one - between the commemoration 
of the 9/11 attacks in New York with its monumental re-
membrance site and museum, and the Memorial in Berlin 
to the Jews exterminated in Europe. Both place their 
memories at different levels of social message. In Berlin 
we find a civic memorial at a national and collective level 
dedicated to the victims and their families in a distant way, 
both historically and geographically, as it intends to offer a 
global European memory of the Holocaust. In contrast, the 
9/11 memorial focuses the primarily on family and indi-
vidual memory, drawing a very faint, almost non-existent 
line between the intimate and the political. The Berlin Me-
morial aims to make the world aware of the history of 
Germany - and Europe - with a national commitment to 
public memory. The New York memorial, on the other 
hand, tries to bring together current politics and private 
memories that are involved in an open conflict and some-
how ignoring the historical processes (Huyssen, 2009).
We fully endorse Huyssen’s analysis, which also an-
ticipates the facts, since his comparative reflection is pri-
or to the opening of the 11S memorial at the so-called 
Zero Zone. James E. Young’s ideas lie beneath this per-
spective, which based on his long experience in the anal-
ysis of the memorialization of public space, enlighten us 
once again by highlighting the need to travel and compare 
before acting, stressing the debates that have arisen 
around designs and their meanings. These processes of 
creations of memory are often more important than the 
final outcome of the memorials themselves (Young, 
2014); and as a result, the public debate and the contro-
versy are the keys to the comparative studies.
These brief reflections support the analysis and the 
need to “observe” public politics of memory in Europe in 
a horizontal, comparative and transnational way and its 
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application to local and national cases opens the door to 
the present and future treatment of memory. This con-
firms the conflictive and transgressive practices of the 
processes of memory and implies a warning of the cus-
toms à la carte and abuses of victims, violence and con-
flicts. Comparative memory is presented as a transform-
ing agent that can - and must - comply with the functions 
of the debate and counterweight. By limiting ourselves to 
promote the national memories without any transnational 
practice troops of national - and nationalist - memorials 
with effects contrary to memorial connectivity can conse-
quently result (Hirsch, 2014).By accepting the current 
challenge of acting with transnationality and mobility, a 
new “ethic of memorial transculturality” can be achieved 
that might help to promote processes of complementarity, 
solidarity and citizen participation or involvement. Pre-
cisely at this point, digital memory is activated with great 
possibilities of transmission and “connectivity”.
The mobility of memory also generates mobilization. 
One of the most mobilizing and transgressive forms of 
conduct in memory action is direct digital memory or 
through art. Above all the political impact of art that is 
capable of creating small forums of resistance: Resis-
tances in the present using elements of the past. Resis-
tance to violence, exclusion, injustice and even mediocre 
inactivity. One of the disciplines closest to all these re-
flections is art, with its transformative and inquiring ca-
pacity; art that works with memory; political art. In the 
hands of intelligent and freer creators, it acts through pro-
cesses of creation, thinking and doing. Art and artists who 
have achieved this level of social action with their work 
open up new spaces of memory that imply transculturali-
ty, permanent mobility and the permanent use of digital 
tools in their work (Julian Bonder, Kristina Norman, 
Horst Hoheilsel, Cristina Lucas, Joachim Gerz, Francesc 
Torres, Francesc Abad and Fernando Sánchez Castillo are 
recent and close examples).How to work within a com-
parative multiplicity, a permanent mobility and mutation 
of memories in an area as complex as Europe? This could 
also be one of the foundational questions of the European 
Observatory of Memories.
THE EUROPEAN OBSERVATORY ON 
MEMORIES
The public programmes launched by the European 
Commission show, in their will and description, the evo-
lution of many of the above-mentioned factors. Like all 
public politics, at the time they were passed, they had 
their detractors and advocates (Lavabre and Geinsburguer, 
2012).
On the other hand, there is a positive development of 
these politics, and it is a readiness to understand the com-
plexity of the past and the memory of conflicts in the pre-
sent. In our opinion, the line taken at the beginning of the 
programmes for 2007-2013 has been adequately rectified 
and opened up to other axes and projects for the current 
period 2014-2020.In the last two years of the new “Eu-
rope for Citizens” programme, the “memory axis” has 
gone from fourth to first place in the Europe for Citizens 
programme and the its budget has been increased. In 
some ways it is a commitment to the values of the demo-
cratic European memory to mitigate the crisis of values 
Europe is suffering generically. We think it is right to in-
corporate these programmes into the framework of active 
and civic politics. Without social involvement, there can 
be no participative memory, which is the one that really 
emanates from the citizenry and is activated in it. Some 
of the points of the programme meet objectives hitherto 
unseen in the context of public politics of memory at a 
European level (EACEA:http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/).
Examples of this “participative memory” have also 
been activated at a local level, for examples and for the 
first time in some projects in Barcelona and in the context 
of the new EUROM network (www.presodelescorts.org / 
www.presodedones.wordpress.com).Parallel to the citi-
zenship programme, important financial assistance has 
been provided for programmes and projects of social sci-
ence and humanities working the “customs of the past” in 
other academic and high profile research fields. As an ex-
ample, the following important projects can be seen: Hu-
manities in the European Research Area, HERA [heranet.
info]; European Cooperation in Science and technology, 
COST [www.cost.eu]; Horizon 2020, HO2020, [http://
ec.europa.eu/program-mes/horizon2020/].These pro-
grammes have also evolved in the strict sense of the so-
cial transmission of knowledge and allow - almost obliga-
tory - the integration of different entities, museums or 
professionals into academic and scientific research teams.
This development is therefore somehow very positive, 
without forgetting an origin somewhat partial. Current 
programmes on European research, participation, culture 
or media must include, even the most academic ones, en-
tities, new technologies and processes with social and 
cultural repercussions, including the participation of the 
citizens, what is a clear and necessary step forward.
The European Observatory of Memories is a project 
developed within the Solidarity Foundation of the Uni-
versity of Barcelona, but its network extends to different 
countries in Europe and beyond (Guixé, 2016).It is a re-
search project but also a project for disseminating and 
managing the public memories linked to the conflicts of 
the twentieth century and other historical periods with a 
public projection of memory in the twenty-first century. 
The European Observatory of Memories was launched in 
2012 with the aim of creating and enlarging a European 
network to analyse and disseminate the multiplicity of 
memories in Europe were validated and agreed upon with 
the Executive Agency for Education, Audio-visual, Cul-
ture and Civic Executive Agency through the “Europe for 
Citizens” programme. Our first approach to politics of 
memory in Europe was through the project (2012):The 
European democratic memory: beyond Nazism and Sta-
linism; where it was analysed the resolutions of the Euro-
pean Parliament on memory such as “European Day of 
Remembrance for Victims of Stalinism and Nazism”. At 
the same time a strong network of partners began to be 
created, gathering the opinions of experts, institutions and 
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politicians, as well as witness and associations. The work 
kept growing following a permanent transversal ap-
proach, analysing certain local, national and international 
cases.
The European Observatory on Memories is a true 
bridge of connection and work between institutions, pro-
fessionals and researchers from Europe and other conti-
nents, with special attention to Latin America, where pol-
itics of memory have had a very important role in the 
political and social sphere in recent decades. It also shows 
a special interest in countries that formally do not yet be-
long to the European Union but which are and have been 
Europe. The current decade is full of challenges around 
the politics of memory, it is a decade of analysis, obser-
vance, learning and transnational work. Europe is the best 
example of the multiplicity of memories is Europe, which 
shape our current democratic reality and the present so-
cio-political map. The very concept of Europe is a juxta-
position and multiplicity of memories forged day by day. 
This wealth compared with parallel processes, such as 
those we have seen in America, allows us to state that a 
diversity of memories should be an influence on the pub-
lic politics of memory on a Europe-wide scale. Without 
ignoring or forgetting the great weight of the conse-
quences of Nazism and Stalinism in terms of building 
democratic narratives, other processes - such as the fights 
against fascism, dictatorships, civil rights, peace and jus-
tice processes, democratic movements in the East, resis-
tance and fights for freedom - have also give rise to trans-
formative values that cannot be categorised as less 
important. The different national histories are far more 
connected than one might think, but accepting multiplici-
ty and diversity and working according to this approach 
would prevent us from having to play the game of compe-
tition between memories that we observe in some groups 
or countries.
One of the Observatory’s aims is to tackle unasham-
edly and without political pressure the thematic variety of 
memory in the 21st century. There is an obvious need to 
establish a European memory network that takes into ac-
count and respects the diversity of memories, each with 
its own specific features and it is undoubtedly difficult or 
even impossible to do so without a multidisciplinary and 
transversal approach. Therefore, all kind of academic spe-
cialities are represented, such as art, architecture, history, 
anthropology, sociology, political science, ethnology, lit-
erature, working with new technologies, etc. We also 
count with a solid network of professionals who have 
worked at different levels on memory, its transmission 
and its patrimonial nature. This transnational and multi-
disciplinary networking is coordinated horizontally by the 
Observatory but is fuelled and promoted with the support 
of its members (currently 46 members from 20 countries).
The Observatory’s approach includes specific goals 
summarized in the following points: 
1.  To detect and analyse the different commemorative 
processes in the countries of Europe and other con-
tinents from the point of view of experts, profes-
sionals and civil society. Thus, the basic partners in 
the network are the universities, institutions and 
associations. 
2.  To initiate a shared discussion on European and in-
ternational politics of memory promoted by its in-
stitutions.
3.  To network with the project partners and others 
who might be able to collaborate occasionally. 
4.  To prefigure and develop joint work programmes 
and to seek complicities, support and funding for 
the project.
5.  To contribute to the analysis and management of 
politics of memory, as well as the socialization of 
commemorative initiatives. A particular line is the 
work of remembrance carried out by civic partici-
pation.
6.  To foster multidisciplinary work and research on 
activities related to the creation of public memory.
7.  To foster the right of the citizens to use and recon-
sider the heritage of memory.
8.  To promote the Observatory as a true connecting 
and working bridge between institutions, profes-
sionals and researchers from Europe and other con-
tinents, paying special attention to Latin America.
In the first phase, we were interested in analysing the 
emerging issues related to memory, the actors who have 
worked from different perspectives and putting them in 
contact to collaborate in a network. Some of the actions 
have already been launched, such as the interviews held 
in different regions of Europe, and accessible from the 
Observatory website. The website helps us to disseminate 
the project, but also to network, as each partner has an 
interactive space, where digital, topographic, documen-
tary resources or thoughts can be made available. The 
network is organized in three interactive levels:>
1.  The institutions carrying out the project: the Soli-
darity Foundation of the University of Barcelona, 
with the help of the European Commission and the 
steering committee in which the City Council of 
Barcelona participates.
2.  The network’s partners: public or private institu-
tions, research centres, universities and associa-
tions that adhere through the collaboration agree-
ment and that share common goals with the 
Observatory and the rest of the partners. The part-
ners also propose research activities and projects 
or the dissemination of memories.
3.  Indirect partners: professionals, bodies or institu-
tions that take part in the Observatory through one 
of the direct partners, or who carry out a specific 
activity or a specific research or dissemination pro-
ject, with whom specific agreements can be signed.
DIGITAL WORK OF THE OBSERVATORY
Since the creation of the Observatory, the digital for-
mat and mapping were chosen in order to localise, signi-
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fy and indicate, not only places, but also projects, activi-
ties and partners. A digital GIS system for geolocation 
was incorporated into the EUROM website, which al-
lows the integration of spheres of work at different scales 
and different and multiple dimensions to cover the com-
plete different needs of our network. The indicators on 
the map are divided into four categories allowing to cre-
ate differentiated and concentric circles by territorial 
spaces. Once in each circle, the type of project, card or 
location is differentiated by colour, where ephemeral 
events to permanent members of the network are indi-
cated, each with an identification card. Obviously, there 
exists an updated data base and which can be updated 
that manages all the information behind the design of the 
mapping. Likewise, the format of a digital memory web-
site allows us to connect with the world of the cultural 
production. Later on we will see two examples of “digi-
tal memory” promoted by the Observatory and our web-
site; such as, e-Magazine, on the one hand, and the map 
and application with places of memory in Barcelona, on 
the other. Apart from that, the website allows also to vis-
ualize and edit the interviews held in the context of our 
Travelling seminars, found in the website under the 
name Citizens voice. It is well known that these websites 
allow an endless number of options, such as editing and 
publishing the videos of multiple congresses and semi-
nars, creating an archive of documentation and informa-
tion. A new line in which we are working on is the pro-
duction of a first virtual exhibition on the exodus of 
political refugees and Jews during the Second World War 
through Spain and across the Pyrenees (Calvet, 2010) 
which can be edited or visited on-line. 
The plan of a digital dissemination for the transfer and 
exchange of the results of the activities organised within 
the framework of the EUROM project is included in a 
continuous communication strategy, aligned with the 
global project and aimed to engage the audience and 
make them participate (audience engagement).>In this 
sense, we develop segmented dissemination plans, fo-
cused on identifying, retaining and expanding our audi-
ences. EUROM has its own communication channels and 
digital dissemination channels, consisting of a website, 
social networks, monthly newsletter (newsletter) and a 
mailing program. The team is made up of a journalist and 
a community manager, and it counts with the support of 
the press and marketing services of the University of Bar-
celona (UB) and the Solidarity Foundation (FSUB).Apart 
from the communication teams of the partners in the Ob-
servatory’s network - a work that implies an important 
support in the spreading and dissemination at a local, Eu-
ropean and international level.
The e-mailing strategies include the dissemination 
campaigns and the dissemination of the project results to 
our partners, media, activity assistants and collaborators. 
Currently, the EUROM contact base has approximately 
2,000 e-mail addresses from more than 30 different 
countries. All this helps to configure a database made up 
of direct contacts (partners and collaborators, activity 
registration forms), secondary contacts (social networks, 
editorial staff of the media, citizen organizations, stu-
dents) and specialized contacts (journalists, academy 
representatives, think tanks, local, national and European 
governments).
Among the means of dissemination there exists a 
monthly newsletter for the promotion of future activities 
aimed at the general public and all contacts. Specific ac-
tivity and project campaigns are also scheduled, aimed at 
an audience segmented by the location of the activity, 
media and indirect channels. Finally, we also write notes, 
press calls and press kits aimed at journalists and commu-
nication teams.
The EUROM website highlights the institutional in-
formation, the activities scheduled, the projects and the 
partners’ network. The descriptions contain external and 
internal links that allow the user to expand the informa-
tion by browsing through the different sections or parts of 
the website. As an example, below a summary:
•  Home page:
–  Slider with highlighted activities
–  General map of the project with the localization 
and links to activities, projects and partners
–  Schedule of activities, including our highlighted 
partners’ activities. 
–  Feed of the latest @euromemories tweets
–  Highlights of the latest updates of the other sec-
tions in the website (Projects, Newsroom, Videos, 
Publications and Resources)
–  Mission, objectives and partners of the project 
(About us, Goals and Working Areas, Partners)
–  Footnote with registration form to the newsletter, 
contact, links to the institutions supporting the 
project, machine translation and feed Instagram.
–  Links to active social networks in the header and 
footer
•  About us
The descriptive and informative (dissemination) 
section of the global project is made up of three sec-
tions describing the project’s mission and goals, as 
well as each worker’s email contact details and a 
contact form.
•  Network
The section dedicated to partners of the EUROM.A 
map and list of partners is highlighted, with links to 
pages for each of them. The sites of the partners in-
clude an overview of their projects, links to their 
digital sites and social networks, as well as internal 
links to activities, projects, videos and other infor-
mation drafted in collaboration with us.
•  Projects
In this session there is a dedicated space for each 
project led by EUROM in collaboration with other 
entities and organisations. Updates are made on a 
project-by-project basis, and are mainly focused on 
the dissemination of the results:
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–  Publication of specific contents, such as the audio-
visual interviews of Citizens’ Voice and the cards 
with spaces of memory of Memorial Heritage
–  An image or logo identifying the project
–  Links to social networks dedicated to projects, 
and a highlight for the Storify, where we compile 
the results out of the dissemination of activities 
and projects
–  Internal links to activities, videos, partners, re-
sources and publications, as well as to the specif-
ic press contents of each project
–  Links to the materials to disseminate each project
•  Activities and Events
This is the most dynamic section of the website, up-
dated according to the activities planned. It includes 
a gallery of activities sorted by date of publication, 
and a calendar, which shows EUROM’s activities 
and the main activities of our partners. For each ac-
tivity, specific spreading and dissemination materials 
are generated and made visible on a dedicated site:
Dissemination
–  Featured image
–  Image to be disseminated by means of mailing 
and social networks
–  Registration forms
–  Schedule of the activity
–  Map with the location of the activity when it is 
done in more than one location (in case of travel-
ling seminars and conferences)
–  Links to streaming channel (when done), events 
on Facebook, feed of the hashtag from Twitter
–  Link to share activity on social networks
–  Press releases and/or announcements (internal 
and external links)
–  Featured keywords and dissemination of the spe-
cific hashtag of the activity in social networks
–  Photographs of the activity (Flickr)
Dissemination
–  Links to dissemination and communication re-
sults (Storify, videos)
–  Press releases and press kits (internal and exter-
nal links)
•  Videos
The EUROM videos are categorized into three sub-
sections and are linked to each related project or ac-
tivity. There are mainly dissemination materials, but 
they also help us to reinforce the dissemination of 
activities and projects.
–  Citizens’ Voice collects the videos of the audio-
visual project with interviews to witnesses on 
strategic memory issues
–  Activities is the collection of videos produced 
during the activities organized by EUROM
–  Documentaries is a collection of videos on some 
of our projects produced in collaboration with au-
diovisual directors
•  Resources
This section brings together the publications made 
by EUROM as well as editorial articles by our di-
rect collaborators; that is, resources made by EU-
ROM or in collaboration with the direct collabora-
tors. It is a newly created section intended to be 
expanded with the aim of implementing the con-
tents of dissemination of the global project. The 
participation of the entire team includes the selec-
tion of the publications and resources published. 
•  Newsroom
This section has feed of the newsletters distributed 
by EUROM, a section dedicated to press releases 
and press kits also including a gallery dedicated to 
EUROM’s interviews and participation in the media. 
Its main function is to make the institution visible 
and to reinforce the dissemination and spreading of 
activities and projects to the international media. All 
the press releases published in this section are sent to 
our mailing press and distributed by the mailing 
press of the University of Barcelona, which is also in 
charge of publishing them in its news section.
As for the statistics of the page, the following data 
was available within the last year (January 2017-Jan-
uary 2018):6628 new users; 25,298 page views; 10,689 
sessions, with an average duration of 2:59 minutes per 
session.
Social networks 
EUROM’s social networks are mainly used to promote 
and disseminate activities and projects. The priority is to 
share our own content, as well as that of our partners. We 
also have the support of the community managers working 
for the accounts of the Solidarity Foundation of the UB and 
the University of Barcelona, usually in charge of dissemi-
nating our contents in a stable and “fast” way. EUROM’s 
social networks are also an important tool for updating in-
teresting information on topics and issues, which is par-
ticularly useful for connecting us with related projects, 
partners, journalists and influencers. We work with specific 
strategies for each one of the social networks and prioritize 
their organic growth, based on the contents, the feedback to 
the demands of our public and the promotion of network-
ing. The networks we use are the following:
–  Twitter: the @euromemories account has more than 
1,260 followers and is one of the main on line dis-
semination tools. We prioritize the publication of 
our own and our partners’ contents, we extend the 
periodicity of tweets during the campaigns of ac-
tivities, we mention entities and people related to 
the project whenever possible, and we have several 
lists that organize topics and profiles of our interest. 
The campaigns of our partners’ activities are sup-
ported with dedicated retweets and tweets .The per-
sonal account of the director of the Observatory is 
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used to deal with opinions topics, which also sup-
ports the publications of our institutional account 
with retweets during our campaigns.
–  Facebook. The @europeanobservatoryonmemories 
page has currently more than 930 followers (fol-
lowers).The organic reach of the publications are 
between 285 and 488 people. With a relatively low 
publication profile, the aim of this social network is 
to disseminate the contents of the EUROM website 
and other social networks, such as Instagram, 
Vimeo, Youtube, Flickr.The priority tools for EU-
ROM in this social network are events and photo 
albums, as well as publications. All Facebook en-
tries are also posted in our Twitter account.
–  Instagram. The EUROM network in Instagram (@
euromemories) has more than 300 followers. This 
network is used to highlight the campaigns of activi-
ties and projects by expanding the information on 
outstanding images. The publications take place 1 to 
5 times a month, and this frequency is intensified dur-
ing the campaigns. Here we also highlight the infor-
mation about the spaces of memory we visit during 
our activities. All Instagram publications are posted 
on our Twitter and Facebook accounts, and through 
the feed we keep at the bottom of our website.
–  Storify.We generate follow-up reports on the dis-
semination of our activities, including social net-
works and media from the /euromemories account. 
These reports are available on our website, and dis-
tributed in PDF format and via Twitter to the corre-
sponding audiences of the activity or project.
–  Vimeo (vimeo.com/eurom) is the EUROM video 
platform, where we organize our audiovisual gallery 
and monitor the projects of filmmakers and artists.
–  Youtube (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9T 
3fhRXUI23YJd9Qi97zVg) is the live broadcast 
channel of the activities.>
E-magazine
Observing Memories is an electronic and digital mag-
azine (e-Magazine) that intends to reflect the transnation-
al, multidisciplinary and participative work of the Euro-
pean and international network promoted by the 
Observatory. It is an informative magazine with academic 
rigour. The in-depth articles have been written by experts 
with a wide experience in the critical and analytical think-
ing of the memorial processes. The digital tools have al-
lowed us to offer a more multidisciplinary approach, al-
lowing us to introduce videos and video art installations. 
The dissemination is important for us, not only among the 
network and partners of the Observatory, but also for the 
interested public from different countries who can access 
the contents at no cost.
In their first issue, authors such as James E. Young or 
Henry Rousso collaborated with in-depth articles, while 
shorter articles were written by Stefanie Endlich or Pavel 
Tychtl. This issue also featured interviews with memory 
studies specialist Elisabeth Jelin and Constanze Itzel 
about the House of European History. Special attention 
was paid to places of memory such as the Aljube Prison 
Museum in Lisbon. while articles on the monuments ded-
icated to the international brigade members of the United 
States or reviews on new memorial museums were in-
cluded, such as the National Museum of African Ameri-
can History and Culture in the United States. The digital 
presentation format was consciously chosen to include 
digital and audiovisual projects and proposals such as 
Carolina Astudillo’s documentary on torture, preceded by 
a presentation by Laia Quílez. The documentary is itself a 
piece of video art illustrating and documenting what 
women tortured during the Chilean dictatorship are not 
allowed to “say”. They are third parties, acting as readers, 
volunteers or actors expressing their experiences through 
texts or letters who will offer their voices and the capacity 
of their memory transmitted to the protagonists.
THE PATHS OF MEMORY:BARCELONA DURING 
THE CIVIL WAR AND FRANCO REGIME
It began as a research project carried out by a group of 
historians from the Conèixer Història (ACH)Association 
and led by Professor Manel Risques and Jordi Guixé un-
der the scope of the Memorial Democràtic in 2008.This 
first phase involved research into contemporary places of 
history and memory in the city of Barcelona, such as 
monuments, buildings, routes, symbols, public art and 
even tours of demonstrations. Almost 200 files were cre-
ated following an exhaustive approach. The first option 
was to publish a guide with places of memory in the city, 
however after a sudden fall in public politics of memory 
taking place from 2011, and also affecting Catalonia, the 
project still waits for a better time.
Thanks to the latest aid granted by the Ministry of the 
Vice-President for historical memory projects, the ACH, 
together with the European Observatory of Memory, took 
up the project again and decided to turn it into a tool for 
dissemination, promotion, tourism and learning. About 
seventy different spaces were selected and not all of them 
retained their original form, but all of them were taken 
into consideration due to their historical and social impor-
tance. The project was designed and developed basically 
in the city of Barcelona, with trips to some archives of 
other cities in the same province. The files with the final 
contents were re-created and would eventually become 
the basis for a digital map and a free mobile application 
available in four languages (Catalan, Spanish, English 
and French).The mobile application project was devel-
oped within the framework of the catalogue of free appli-
cations provided by the Barcelona City Council through 
IMI (Municipal Institute of Informatics).
The new website and application suggests and proposes 
places, but also tours that the user can prepare at home and 
go through in real time including radars and augmented re-
ality in the web and, above all, in the App. It was also con-
ceived as a “tourism of memory” project, because the pro-
jection of these tours was accessible to the general public 
through a newly created website that had to be available in 
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several languages to reach the maximum number of users, 
local or foreign. The routes would have to contain the his-
torical data of each of the spaces as well as the necessary 
information to travel freely and/or au-tonomously through 
the proposed routes. Within the current phase (2017/2018), 
the European Memory Observatory is working with the 
City Council to take a step forward in a new version of the 
website and the App, which is more up to date with new 
trends and fully integrated into the digital dissemination 
tools. Other technical and economic needs that cannot be 
ignored in this type of project are the graphic design of the 
web, its hosting (hosting), the copyright of stock images as 
well as the costs of creative work, photography (archive 
and field) and consumables. Regarding the always com-
plex copyright issue affecting the images, it was calculated 
with the public prices announced by the archives but final-
ly a reduced price was negotiated as it was a non-profit and 
digital project.
The project
Thus, the present work of “digital memory” raises the 
unprecedented issue of the design and dissemination of 
urban tours and fills a space of information and knowl-
edge that has not been sufficiently covered, either regu-
larly or systematically, by any other memorial space. The 
interest in getting to know history “in situ” in historical 
spaces is demonstrated by the influx of citizens who have 
participated in visits to some of Barcelona’s memory sites 
punctually organized around commemorations or tempo-
rary exhibitions1.
The goals of this work have been to locate, catalogue 
and interpret the public spaces of the city of Barcelona 
where historical episodes took place and where democra-
cy was attacked, defended and claimed. Its purpose is 
fundamentally pedagogical, since learning strengthens 
the collective imaginary of past events. Common history 
must be made available to society and must be projected 
in democratic terms to society. This will allow us to build 
a new model of collective memory; so we believe we 
have provided interesting data so that society can have 
more elements to judge and can have a real and precise 
vision of the past. The outcome of the research allows us 
to have a catalogue of sites of memory in the city of Bar-
celona that can help explain through a pedagogical and 
objective approach the events that took place between 
1931 and 1980 with the aim of achieving a more solid 
democracy. Upon analysis of the content, the intention of 
this project was and is to respond to the social demand for 
knowledge concerning a historical period that was si-
lenced and manipulated for many years. By promoting 
the scenarios in which episodes of violence, repression, 
resistance and the struggle for democracy took place, we 
contribute to the historical reparation of the events and to 
the dignification of the victims of the Spanish Civil War 
and the Franco dictatorship, as well as their families 
(López, O. 2017).The content offered in the initial draft 
of this project has been fully developed and its implemen-
tation was conceived from the outset in different phases:
•  Historical research
•  Cataloguing of historical sites
•  Design of routes
•  Development of a multimedia tool to disseminate 
the results
Upon completion of the research, the proposal of the 
project was a design of the routes through the most rele-
vant spaces of the city, achieving as a result thematic 
routes through which, for example, the confrontations be-
tween the forces loyal to the Republic and the military 
rebels on the day the Spanish Civil War broke out in Bar-
celona would be explained; the bombings suffered in the 
city and the defence strategies (anti-aircraft batteries and 
shelters); or the massive demonstrations in the streets in 
favour of the democratic freedom during the last part of 
the dictatorship.
Methodology used
There are several ways to recover the past and to be 
able to dignify or commemorate it by means of digital 
tools: consulting the written documentation, recording the 
oral testimony of those who lived through the events, locat-
ing and interpreting the spaces where these events took 
place, etc. These spaces constitute a heritage of great value 
that helps us to understand the past, they are called “sites or 
places of memory”. The present project defines spaces of 
memory as places where, according to what has been docu-
mented, transcendental events took place for the develop-
ment of our history. These events have had a significant in-
fluence on the way we have arrived at the present times and 
will have an influence on the development of our future. 
Therefore, in our opinion sites of memory are those where 
democracy, the basis of our current rule of law, was pro-
moted, defended and attacked. However, sites of memory 
can also be the places where there are currently monuments 
commemorating historical events. The steps taken to de-
velop this methodology have been:
•  Search and filtering of the bibliography dealing 
with the historical facts of the Second Republic, the 
Spanish Civil War and the Franco regime.
•  Research in public and private archives, libraries 
and newspaper libraries on the main stages of the 
Spanish Second Republic, the Spanish Civil War 
and the Franco regime in Barcelona.
•  Cataloguing the information extracted according to 
its chronology, thematic and geographical scope (by 
district).
•  Writing of texts based on the documentation created 
from the research.
All this has been used to configure a complete database 
that can be extended and updated and works as a matrix for 
the website. This database contains the basic information 
about the available tools, metadata, information organiza-
tion criteria, language selection and route typologies. The 
basis of the digital project contains a series of preconceived 
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routes, designed from its historical and heritage interest, of 
which a complete interpretative documentation has been 
published: maps, tracks for GPS, links to additional infor-
mation, etc. Each route contains several cards, one for each 
localized site of memory with the following structure:
•  Brief basic description of the space and the histori-
cal event.
•  Detailed description of the historical events that 
took place at that geographical point.
•  Interactive map of the route, through WMS services 
that offer geographic information of interest to fol-
low the itinerary.
“Pre-production”
The final product of this project has been the creation 
of an on-line platform (www.memoriabcn.cat) including 
historical information on the so-called “sites of memory” 
in Barcelona related to the period of the Spanish Second 
Republic, the Spanish Civil War and Franco regime. 
However, until this website publication, there have been 
several previous actions that we could consider essential 
and belonging to the pre-production phase:
•  Historical and geographical information on the pre-
defined locations
•  Cataloguing in a database of information obtained 
in relation to the sites of memory
•  Creation of a chronology of the historical period 
1931-1980
•  Design of routes by districts
•  Drafting of texts to prepare the cards of the spaces 
located
•  Proofreading and translation of texts - we remind 
you that the work is submitted in 4 languages -
•  Current photographs of the localized sites of memo-
ry
•  Management of the copyright of the stock images
•  Design of the structure and creation of the website 
as a platform for the dissemination of the project
•  Creation of a digital map with Google maps tech-
nology to locate the itineraries of the routes
•  Collaboration in the creation of an application for 
mobile phones upon agreement with the City Coun-
cil of Barcelona
The results obtained can be identified as follows:
Location of the spaces of the city of Barcelona where 
the main historical events of the Spanish Civil War and 
Franco regime were developed from → through the re-
search of the city contemporary history and its public 
space in university archives, libraries and research cen-
tres. 68 spaces have been located were historical events 
took place, as well as other public spaces with monu-
ments commemorating our recent history. A digital data-
base containing the information from these “sites of 
memory” has been created.
Thematic routes linking several sites of memory with 
a global and coherent view of history → cataloguing of 
the identified spaces according to the historical period 
and the corresponding district. From there, 10 different 
routes have been designed following a thematic and geo-
graphical logic to be walked on foot.
Democratization of the study information through a 
multimedia tool (web site) that allows the user to freely 
visit the spaces on his own → creation and diffusion of 
the web page wwww.memoriabcn.cat completely free of 
charge and available in four languages: Catalan, English, 
French and Spanish.>In addition to that, the project was 
extended with the creation of an application for mobile 
phones developed in parallel with the City Council of 
Barcelona whose project content was provided by the as-
sociation (APP “memoriabcn”, Associació Conèixer 
Història and EUROM).The combination of both allows 
local and foreign citizens to go through on their own and 
without language barriers through the different routes 
easily accessing the information through their mobile de-
vices.
Valuation of the tangible historical heritage of the city 
among the local and foreign citizenship → This result has 
already been achieved with the identification of 68 his-
torical sites, the localization of its geographical coordi-
nates, its cataloguing and dissemination, taking into ac-
count that they are part of the tangible historical heritage 
of the city, the cataloguing of the information and its sub-
sequent dissemination. The transmission of these contents 
contributes the knowledge of our recent past, helping to 
better understand the present and to strengthen the demo-
cratic feeling of citizenship. In short, a new dissemination 
platform, completely widespread within the new technol-
ogies, which will attract a young audience to the contents 
of the project and will offer the public the opportunity to 
comfortably go through the proposed routes with all the 
information at hand; information which could have previ-
ously been consulted on the website of the project.
TO BE CONTINUED
The work on memory in its broadest sense owes its pre-
sent and future to the digital application and new technolo-
gies. The activation of memory must be digital and social 
in the future. Without these two axes, the dissemination 
will be restricted to a public going as in a pilgrimage or the 
commemorative frenzy. This is why the great theorists on 
the work of memory, such as Hirsch, Huyssen or Hoeisel, 
are also increasingly addressing the dissemination issue 
through modern and modernizing channels. In EUROM, 
we have applied - or tried to apply - digital and numerical 
parameters to disseminate the work of our network. With-
out the projects previously presented, I would dare to fore-
see the failure of the horizontal network of transnational 
work. The dissemination and promotion of the different 
websites and social networks are our communication chan-
nel, but also an efficient tool when it comes to organizing, 
structuring, researching and disseminating our projects, 
works and publications. Rather than a conclusion, I would 
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like to point out the continuation of this project by means 
of a new digital project that we are about to launch with 
HISMEDI and the professor Matilde Eiroa (EIROA, 
2018).A European-wide digital media survey on concepts 
and debates around the politics of memory. A project that 
will be discussed in Brussels and with two working axes: 
the qualitative axis, the selection of countries, actors and 
concrete surveys; and the quantitative one aimed to create 
a meta-database through a digital scan to configure a map 
or maps of the use, abuse and assignment of the selected 
concepts.
This permanent working methodology is, in my 
opinion, another task to be continued in our network and 
our research and dissemination work. However, it will 
also determine a step forward in the need to promote the 
analysis of websites, platforms and digital social net-
works with the third decade of the 21st century around 
the corner.
NOTES
1 It is worth mentioning the routes organized on the Spanish Civil 
War sites -also carried out by the Spanish Civil War Tours asso-
ciation (http://thespanishcivilwar.com) with great influx of An-
glo-Saxon visitors, the route on the memory spaces of Les Corts 
and the disappeared women’s prison (wwwww).memoriabcn.cat 
/ www.presodedones.blogspot.com / www.presodelescrots.org), 
the routes on repression and dictatorship in the city of Barcelona, 
and a new but prolific tour on the memory of colonialism and 
slavery in the city.Most of these routes have been promoted by 
the same digital project and carried out by the same Associació 
Conèixer Història in collaboration with the European Observato-
ry on Memory.
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